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Abstract
In the new era, the cultivation of outstanding legal talents with the combination of morality and law is the inherent requirement
of the socialist legal path with Chinese characteristics, the urgent demand of comprehensively governing the country by law,
and the mission of moral education in colleges and universities. It has profound implications at the new era. At present, legal
education, discourse system, education content, capacity building, the current difficulty of educational pattern, etc, shall be
foothold in the fundamental law, firmly adhere to both morality and law, in order to“ compound, practical and innovative
”The rule of law talents as the goal, promote the integration of “moral education ”thick casting the soul of engineering, the
construction of“ discourse and reality”of the rule of law education resources, innovative“+ ”of law talents training
mechanism, to explore the characteristics of“knowledge + experience” practice education, deepen the multidimensional
collaborative mechanism so as to cultivate a large number of high-quality legal personnel for comprehensively advancing the
rule of law.
Keywords: morality and law; outstanding legal talents; legal education; new era
Introduction
After years of exploration practice, some colleges and
universities of political science and law with the guidance of
the theory of "strengthening the rule of law of socialism
with Chinese characteristics", "strengthening law subject
system, the academic system, discourse system, construction
of teaching material system" to "strengthen the practice
teaching of law" "strengthen teachers team construction of
law" "reinforce and repair the German and French, Ming
law relentlessly resourceful" such as "five reinforcement"
for the gripper, based on the rule of faith to foster
development of rule of law of the cognitive and sublimation,
the rule of law, such as dimension, carry forward the law
education resource advantages, is committed to "system
mechanism innovation to promote the construction of the
rule of law talents training" and other colleges and
universities also with "German and French and repair" for
the general objective, strive to promote the teaching reform
of law education, Explore the distinctive path of cultivating
outstanding legal talents in the new era. Overall, guided by
the total secretary xi jinxing important speech, to explore
the new era of China's path of legal education as the
guidance, has initially formed more systematic train of
thought, but at the same time it still has the logical clue is
not clear, practice in a real dilemma, such as to accurately
grasp the "German and French and fix" the deep
connotation, to further explore the new era of outstanding
talent training in the practice of rule of law.
The implication of the new era of cultivating outstanding
legal talents with the combination of morality and law
19 big formally announced the entered a new era of
socialism with Chinese characteristics, the people in a
democracy, the rule of law, fairness, justice, safety,
environment and other aspects of growing demand, need to

adhere to the path of socialism with Chinese characteristics
of the rule of law, continue to promote the rule of law in an
all-round way, insist on having both ability and political
integrity, good for first, develop and use the rule of law
talents with high quality. First as a remarkable talent
training under the rule of law in institutions of higher
learning, to deeply grasp the new era of Chinese rule of law
construction and the implication meaning Khalid nets basic
task of colleges and universities, clarify "who to teach,
what, who can teach and how to teach" the logic of
understanding, strengthen cultivating "Germany and France
and fix" outstanding talents under the rule of law subject
consciousness and cultural self-confidence.
The dialectical relationship between Germany and
France on the socialist road of rule of law with Chinese
characteristics
Over the past 70 years and more since the founding of the
People's Republic of China, the most fundamental and
greatest achievement the Party has made under the
leadership of the people is to explore, create, uphold and
develop socialism with Chinese characteristics, including its
path, theory, system and culture. One of them is the
exploration and promotion of rule of law in China. The
Decision of the Central Committee of the Communist Party
of China on Several Major Issues Concerning
Comprehensively Promoting the Rule of Law adopted at the
Fourth Plenary Session of the 18th CPC Central Committee
clearly states in its very beginning: "We should adhere to
the path of socialist rule of law with Chinese characteristics
and build a system of socialist rule of law with Chinese
characteristics" and "we should adhere to the combination of
rule of law and rule of law with virtue". [1]As General
Secretary Xi Jinping pointed out in an important speech, "A
distinctive feature of the socialist rule of law with Chinese
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characteristics is the combination of the rule of law and the
rule of virtue, and the emphasis on both the rule of law and
the rule of virtue." Both rule by law and rule by virtue are
important means to adjust social relations, and they have a
high degree of internal unity. On the one hand, essentially
belong to the category of culture, both the rule of law
embodied in the rules, the article not only the legal norms of
culture, but also involve a belief in the rule of law, rule of
law concept, the rule of law thinking, the rule of law
consciousness, the rule of law, behavior and so on a series
of content, is a fair, and human rights, freedom, order and
other support and lead position is in the rule of law value,
and the most fundamental is the rule of law consciousness,
namely internalization is conscious behavior. Thus, despite
the different schools of jurisprudence since modern times to
search for the nature of "law" and puts forward some
different points of view, but can't deny also unavoidable
research on "the morality of law", the practice of the rule of
law also reflects the ethical moral attributes, no moral
support of the rule of law will be alienated to power, will
eventually be abandoned by the people. On the other hand,
rule of law is the basic way of governing the country, which
needs to be closely coordinated with other ways such as
morality and policy, especially the support of moral
education in the process of rule of law operation. Strong
morality is needed to nourish the spirit of rule of law and
support the practice of rule of law. Only by this can the
formation of rule of law culture be promoted. Therefore,
"law is written morality, morality is the inner law", the
organic unity of legal compulsion and moral consciousness
is the real rule of law.
The socialist path of the rule of law with Chinese
characteristics is a path of the rule of law that integrates
modern rule of law with the fine traditional culture of the
Chinese nation and core socialist values. It is a path of the
rule of law that combines good law with good governance.
Law and morality are two wings of the path of the rule of
law, both of which are indispensable. To adhere to the
socialist path of rule of law with Chinese characteristics, we
should neither emphasize the rule of law without the rule of
virtue, nor separate the two. Instead, we should realize that
law and morality complement each other, and that the rule
of law and the rule of virtue complement each other. [2]The
dialectical relationship between Overall, integrity
requirements are put forward for the rule of law talents,
should not only master the rule of law is also want to is a
good virtue, to understand the inner spirit of legal norms, to
understand the purpose and value of the law in the
governance practice is adept at turning the legal norms of
the rigid with the flexible combined closely with the ethical
standards, through the moral cultivation "pave the way for
the rule of law practice, in the unity of the legitimacy and
rationality of the rule of law in the" soft landing ". For
outstanding talent training under the rule of law, "the Franco
German and fix" is to "take the rule of law" to "strive for
virtues", to understand the path of socialism with Chinese
characteristics of the rule of law, from the aspects of
concept, knowledge, behavior such as accurate
understanding of the connotation of virtue and rule, function
space and practical use, promote use of the rule of law and
promote social governance consciousness of rule of virtue.
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The rigid demand for outstanding legal personnel for the
comprehensive rule of law
Comprehending the rule of law is a profound revolution in
national governance and a systematic project that lays a
foundation for and manages long-term governance. It needs
not only the people's awareness of the rule of law, but also
the continuous advancement of generations of outstanding
legal personnel who practice both morality and law. General
Secretary Xi Jinping pointed out in an important speech:
"To build a country, a government and a society under the
rule of law, to realize scientific legislation, strict law
enforcement, fair administration of justice, and people
abiding by the law are inseparable from a high-quality legal
work team. If we fail to train legal professionals, and if we
fail to produce a large number of legal professionals, it will
be impossible to do a good job in comprehensively
governing the country according to law." [3] The rigid
demand of comprehensive rule of law for outstanding legal
talents is not only reflected in quantity level, but also in
quality level. So-called "excellence" is having both ability
and political integrity, both must have the solid legal
knowledge, keen legal thinking and superb ability of law
application in legislation, law enforcement, judicial, legal
services, the Franco Prussian propaganda and education,
social contradiction dispute resolve and other fields, is good
at using the rule of law and the rule of law thinking way to
promote the work, and to have strong reason to belief, noble
moral sentiment and the unity of moral practice, every
moment of the socialist core values as the guide, adhere to
the moral integrity, led by example, take the lead in a lot.
Only by doing so can we ensure that the construction of the
rule of law will not forget our original aspiration, deviate
from our purpose, or deviate from the direction of the rule
of law. Only in this way can we avoid such social anomies
as "no good laws, no good governance", "no good laws, no
good governance", and "more laws, less order".
Thus, each link in the areas of the rule of law, "people"
always plays a decisive role, and the teaching reform of law
education and talent cultivation put forward the quality
requirements of rule of law, to adhere to the "quality"
positioning, building law education quality engineering
quality, cultivating a large number of constitutional law,
defender of the faith, fairness and justice, practitioners of
the construction of the rule of law, the rule of law process of
promoters, French heritage of civilization, lay solid
foundation for the comprehensive governing the country
according to law. On August 24, 2018, xi jinxing, general
secretary of hosting a central comprehensive law committee
for the first time the meeting stressed that must strengthen
the team construction of the rule of law and the rule of law
talents training, more good play to basic education, the
guiding role of law, to ensure that the legislation, law
enforcement, judicial workers superior belief, political
quality and responsibility of quality, ability quality and
superior style. [4] The "five good" only "ability strong"
professional focus on law, namely "the German and French
and fix" the category of "law", but the other four aspects are
the requirement of "DE". "Law is the rule of jack, the law is
the knowledge of governing, has a distinct political and
ideological attribute, method of university students as a
legal workers of talents of law, is bound to grow up to be
one of the most active groups of the country's political life",
the new era of outstanding talent training under the rule of
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law, rule of law faith, faith, rule of law to the feelings of the
rule of law, rule of law spirit, rooted in the education of
socialism with Chinese characteristics and developing the
socialist nuclear core values, the legal professional ethics
education in professional knowledge education, guidance
and the education of students "railway law" and at the same
time more to "strive for virtues", good for first, Only by
striving to cultivate high-quality legal talents with all-round
development of morality, intelligence, physique, beauty and
labor can we shoulder the historical responsibility of
comprehensively governing the country by law and lay the
talent foundation for comprehensively governing the
country by law.
The mission of moral education in colleges and
universities in the new era
If the road of socialist rule of law with Chinese
characteristics and bring out the best in each other's
dialectical relationship requires excellent talent training
under the rule of law Should adhere to the "fix the rule of
law" and "diode governance", a comprehensive law to the
rule of law talents requirement "railway law" and "diode"
unity, adhere to and implement the universities in the new
era Khalid nets fundamental task requires both teaching and
education, "through the mechanism and process of legal
education to cultivate people, education people, shaping
people, it should be a training plan 2 'outstanding talent
education under the rule of law. The most fundamental
starting point and ultimate concern of 0 '[5]. December
solstice 7 8, 2016 at the national conference on ideological
and political work in colleges and universities, xi jinxing,
general secretary said: "the relationship between ideological
and political work in colleges and universities to cultivate
the kind of person, how to cultivate people and cultivating
people for who this fundamental problem" [6], then further
puts forward propulsion education class "to" classroom
education ", and to the whole process of education,
comprehensive education and so on, to build a full new
"three education". For law education, adhere to and
implement the basic task of Khalid nets, is to foster
"German and French and fix the excellent talents under the
rule of law" as the goal, to "thick moral education, casting
the soul of the rule of law talents as a primary task,
strengthen the rule of law of socialism with Chinese
characteristics theory, Chinese excellent traditional legal
culture and the education of socialist core values, make
legal science specialized students a deeper and more
comprehensive understanding of the literature, the state,
society and people, in the knowledge learning and ability
training in the process of law application always adhere to
the basic position of value guidance To realize the great
rejuvenation of the Chinese nation the Chinese dream and
the construction of socialism with Chinese characteristics
power as a fundamental motivation, learning to strive in the
jobs of the future Will always adhere to the people in the
center position, the rule of law practice and national needs,
the people need, age, need to combine closely, abide by the
legal professional ethics, to promote Chinese construction of
rule of law and the rule of law professional power safeguard
national and social development.
Graduates of law both in legislation and law enforcement,
judicial, legal services, or other industry, using the rule of
law thinking and knowledge of law dealing with specific
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problems, are indispensable to there is a value judgment and
position problem, not just in the sense of technical
rationality of science, this needs to catch the "for whom" the
fundamental problem, adhere to the correct political position
and criteria, has always been the law as the only boss --,
asked the judge not only, and is for all workers or students
in major of law under the rule of law. “Adhering to the
principle of cultivating people by virtue, practicing both
virtue and law, and practicing the combination of
knowledge and action" is not only the moral requirement for
outstanding legal talents, but also the concrete
transformation of the fundamental task of cultivating people
by virtue in the legal education and teaching of universities
in the new era. Only through the process of cultivating
people by virtue and law can legal talents have both
morality and ability. Therefore, the cultivation of
outstanding legal talents with the combination of morality
and law is the general program of promoting moral
education in legal education and teaching. It is a clear line
that runs through "rule of law -- legal talents -- legal
education and teaching", and provides a new path for the
organic integration of moral education and legal education.
The practical dilemma of cultivating outstanding legal
talents in the new era of "practicing both Germany and
law"
Education including educators, affected by the educators
and education and so on three basic elements, the first two
are "people" aspects, according to the theory of inter
subjectivity, in the main body of the two different types of
"teaching" and "learning" in the process of dynamically
constructing an interactive relationship between education
and the education effect is the "content", including the
education content, education carrier, education method,
education environment, such as the "five reinforcement"
mentioned above basic covers the "German and French and
fix" outstanding talent cultivation and the main content of
the education teaching reform under the rule of law, at the
moment and said, although some universities has made
substantial progress in some aspects, but more and more
embodied in goals and vision, There are still some problems
to be solved in the process of constructing the personnel
training machine and educating people.
Moral education mechanism: Curriculum ideological
and political lack of effective grasp
Whether it is "cultivating people by virtue" or "cultivating
both morality and law", moral education is in the primary
position and has the important function of holding the
direction, cultivating the soul and shaping the personality.
The cultivation of outstanding legal talents by virtue and
law takes "enriching moral education and cultivating the
soul of legal talents" as the primary project, and takes
cultivating moral ethics and cultivating ideals and beliefs as
the goal in education and teaching, and vigorously promotes
"curriculum ideology and politics", but it has not found out
the feasible starting point, nor has it formed a systematic
moral education mechanism. To some extent, this reflects
that "morality" and "law" or ideological and political
education and professional education have yet to be further
integrated, which is also a common problem faced by all
majors. With a combination of legal professional ethics
education most closely, for example, "it is a virtue of the
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nature of education, the aim is to cultivate legal persons'
legal personality" [7], on the one hand, will be "legal
professional ethics" as a compulsory course in university,
but because of the teachers strength is limited, especially
lack of deep understanding in practice, mainly composed of
knowledge education, lack of pertinence; Legal professional
ethics education, on the other hand, is the basic goal of
sticking to the rule of law should be, loyal to the law ", to
some extent from the opposite side or what might be called
"resist the temptation to" education, but education effect is
difficult to assess measurement, in the "cognitive- behavior"
structure there is a strong individual subjective factors,
result in education functions. In addition, the education
courses teaching as a main channel and position in the
ideological and political education, generally by the court or
education department responsible for the implementation of
Marxism, and professional teaching, the law and so on has
the distinct ideological bring up talents, needs to be further
find a proper breakthrough point for the political education
and law education, the ideological elements into the
professional education, the construction of jewels "Germany
and France and fix" mode.
Discourse system: Chinese legal discourse is inborn
deficient
Since the modern times, the construction of subject system
of law in our country has experienced the legal transplant
course, in the process of localization of law, including legal
concepts, legal principle, legal provisions on the western
discourse, which on the one hand, promote the
reconstruction and development of Chinese law, on the
other hand, the western discourse of the erosion of
traditional Chinese words, leading to congenital deficiency
of Chinese words under the rule of law. As a result, the
study of legal theory and the training of legal talents lack of
sufficient attention to the practical problems in China,
leading to the classroom education and the application of
law "not acclimatized". Xi Jinping, general secretary of the
important speech, said: "the world's outstanding
achievements of civilization of rule of law, should actively
absorbing, also want to be screened, selective absorption
and transformation, not acclimatized, copying", "to give
priority to with me, eclectic, outstanding characteristic",
aims to study of the law in China and education of law
should be based on the Chinese reality, rooted in Chinese
culture, focusing on China, on China's rule of law
characteristic, condenses the Chinese wisdom of law, to
provide the rule of law, promote the rule of law practice,
strengthen the law subject system, academic system,
discourse system, construction of teaching material system.
In recent years, some scholars of law in China using the
method of empirical analysis, to speed up the legislative,
law enforcement, judicial problems such as empirical
research, has formed some practical results, but on the
whole, because most of the teachers accept is western words
language is given priority to the education of law, the law of
inertia thinking has been formed, practice and practice is
less, and even some teachers did not really near Heard the
trial let alone to deal with the case in person, to the legal
practice comprehension is not deep, used to according to the
western discourse and the thinking mode of law teaching
and academic research, the research on China's real problem
when find no focus, Or a lack of confidence. This kind of
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circumstance of refraction in terms of legal talent training,
the students in the absorption and digestion from the
introduction of western legal concept, principle and analysis
method, it is difficult to with broad and profound traditional
Chinese excellent culture, some even think that the
traditional Chinese concept of "dirt", but cannot found from
the existing concept of accurate corresponding terms, cause
there is a certain degree of education of law and the reality
need to split.
Educational content: Classroom knowledge lags behind
practical innovation
In recent years, China's legislative, law enforcement,
judicial and other fields have made use of "Internet +" and
other high and new technologies to actively promote the
practice and innovation of the rule of law, which has not
only formed a large number of cutting-edge achievements,
but also deconstructed and restructured the operation mode
of the rule of law. Especially the new technologies, new
industries and new forms, new mode become a new engine
of innovation drive, big data and cloud computing, artificial
intelligence, digital twin body into the first technology
widespread application, has given rise to intelligent
manufacturing, unmanned, intelligent product and so on
intelligent robot, and the traditional industry also sad no
silent, changing, such as rural revitalization strategy
implementation has given rise to land reform of "separation
of division", "farmers + cooperative" "farmers + company"
+ "agriculture insurance" and so on the new business model,
these new practices, new situation and new knowledge has
brought the new legal relationship, The use of the current
mature legal knowledge structure has been unable to fully
explain, and even in the face of some specific cases has
been difficult to find a complete agreement with the legal
norms. In addition, in terms of the rule of law practice, and
in the court, for example, after four five years "reform", has
now entered the "double fifth reform" period, the people's
court for judicial personnel classification management,
judicial responsibility system, the judicial personnel, human,
financial and professional security system at the provincial
level over for "four beams eight columns" judicial reform
has been basically established, steady progress was made in
reform of the judicial operation supporting, proactive,
refactoring, richness of judicial reform practice, has been far
ahead of the current theory of classroom teaching, the law
graduates enter the court need to rediscover the justice.
These situation reflects the fact that China's current legal
education resources (mainly teaching materials) are still, the
general principle of traditional teaching resources is
relatively lagging behind, how in accordance with the "2. 0
comments" "will be the latest experience and vivid case of
rule of law of the China, socialism with Chinese
characteristics, the latest research results of the rule of law
theory is introduced into the classroom, written into the
teaching material, timely into teaching resources", is around
the corner and a long way to go.
Ability building: lack of training of compound legal
talents
"Germany and France and fix" outstanding talents
cultivation direction is complex, the practice of the rule of
law and internationalization, and the major feature of
today's society is interdisciplinary, knowledge integration,
19
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technology integration, "[8], which requires the rule of law
personnel should not only master knowledge of law, also
want to master the sociology, economics, political science,
the basic knowledge of computer science and other
disciplines, able to analysis from the perspective of multidisciplinary comprehensive social problems. The practice of
the rule of law needs to cultivate a large number of
"versatile" and "versatile", but the legal education has not
yet achieved this goal. Main reason is: on the one hand, in
terms of professional education of law, both credit amount
and the teaching task, compared with other professional
focus, combined with college students faced with multiple,
including judicial examination, examination and
employment pressure, in a limited period of time is very
difficult to implement the "law and other disciplines"
training scheme, and by any other professional courses,
students of this kind of decentralized "generalists"
cultivation could eventually alienated to gather "credits", for
the majority of students take the substance of discounted; At
present, on the other hand, in addition to the individual
make education of college teaching reform in colleges and
universities, most colleges and universities are still in a
professional talent training as a unit, in the aspect of
interdisciplinary integration mechanism hasn't been
established, even some of the so-called professional
teaching education, did not completely through professional
boundaries, but other professional "grafting" Yu Fixie
education, the teaching standards, teaching depth, test and
so on all is lower than the requirement of students. But from
the point of law practice, growing demand for the
excellence of the rule of law talents, promote the
informatization construction process, such as court are in
urgent need of people who master the law and computer
knowledge, promote the court, the wisdom Jianhua wisdom,
case retrieval etc. need computer algorithms, big data,
technical support, such as artificial intelligence and
technology should be used based on legal requirements, on
the basis of accurate, only by connecting the two disciplines
talent is difficult, but needs the inter-disciplinary talent of
high quality.
Cultivation pattern: the talent training community needs
to be deepened
Law is a subject of strong application, but it is different
from the application of technology, but it has both value and
practice. In terms of academic attributes, it "is not only a
'social' discipline, but also has a strong connotation of
humanism. Law is a 'humanistic' and 'social' discipline, of
course, 'practicality' is an inherent quality. [9] for "German
and French and fix the" rule of law talents cultivation, this
request through the boundaries of school education and
practice education, the practice of law as an organic part of
the education teaching reform, establish a "professional
expert" teacher + practice "classroom education and
professional practice" educational mode, build collaborative
face-to-face education mechanism, establish the rule of law
with Chinese characteristics community of talents
cultivation. "2. 0 opinions put forward" deep synergy,
cultivation mechanism barriers "" to promote the
establishment of the rule of law practice department
received legal science specialized students real learning as
an internship assistant judges, prosecutors, law majors such
as system, will receive and guide the students internship as a
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department" the duty of the rule of law practice, to promote
collaborative education and strengthen the practice
education provides the system guarantee, but at present,
some departments also not meet this requirement, the rule of
law practice or although some schools to strengthen
cooperation, and practice department but only for a limited
cognitive practice, trial practice, the practice of the
normalized education has not yet fully formed, The
extension from the legal profession community to the legal
personnel training community still needs a process of
continuous advancement.
The practical approach to cultivating outstanding legal
talents in the new era of "combining morality with law"
The practice of combining morality with law establishes a
clear goal and method for cultivating outstanding legal
talents in the new era, and also points out the direction for
the reform of legal education and teaching. New era based
on the rule of law of socialism with Chinese characteristics
construction requirement for excellence of the rule of law,
to break the rule of law talents cultivation as the guidance,
the problem of teaching reform of law education need to be
in "traditional - - modern - - new age" native "western -- -reality" and "the theory - practice" "knowledge --,"
"professional - ideological instruction" framework, such as
orientation, moral education, education resources, training
mechanism, the reform of practical education to explore the
reality into the road.
Re-examine the orientation of legal education in the new
era
Positioning has different understanding of legal education,
such as vocational education and ordinary education, elite
education or popular teaching education, etc., in the
mainstream of law graduate’s employment channels (mainly
traditional court, procuratorate and law firm), can be
classified into vocational education, also referred to as elite
education, in addition to the lack of legal talent, also reflects
the high accurate requirements for its quality. In 2018, the
Ministry of Education issued the National Standards for
Teaching Quality of Law Undergraduate Majors in Colleges
and Universities, which clearly stated that "law professional
education is a vocational education based on qualityoriented education and professional education", and "the
cultivation of law professionals should adhere to the
principle of cultivating people with virtue and practicing
both morality and law... Compound, applied and innovative
legal talents and reserve forces who are familiar with and
adhere to the socialist legal system with Chinese
characteristics. “Released on April 28, 2018, the Ministry of
Justice of the legal measures for the implementation of
professional qualification examination of national unity, the
judges, prosecutors, lawyers, notaries, legal class arbitrators
and administrative departments engaged in the
administrative punishment decision in the audit and the
administrative reconsideration, administrative adjudication,
the legal adviser of civil servants and other 9 class personnel
need to obtain the status of the legal profession, the
extension of the "legal profession" to the administrative
organs, the legal professional community to further expand
coverage, a new era of law more highlights the importance
of education. As to the cultivation of excellent talents under
the rule of law education, the basic position should be a
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"professional education", and on the basis of quality
education and professional education, with "compound,
practical and innovative" the rule of law talents as the goal,
insist on Khalid nets, and German and French, this a few
aspects constitute the new positioning of the new era of law
education, the lack of any one aspect, will result in teaching
of law) positioning bias.
Promote the integration of "thick moral education"
casting soul project
Legal education itself has a strong ideological and value,
which is different from pure skill education. The rule of law
workers wide Pan to active in state political life and social
governance, strengthen the "German and French and fix"
outstanding talent training under the rule of law, promote
the teaching reform of law education, the ultimate sense "is
to teach students to do the right thing, doing things correctly
(do right things, do things right), it is to teach students how
to be" [10]. Promote "moral education" thick cast soul
engineering, should be based on professional education of
law, legal professional ethics education as the gripper, with
the comprehensive education "courses" to strengthen the
ideal faith education of college students, especially the
education of theories of socialism with Chinese
characteristics, in the course education of "10 + X" will
always value guidance in the first place, guidance and
education students deep understanding of the rule of law of
socialism with Chinese characteristics, and positive and
negative to the standard type of cases as material,
comprehensive analysis of typical positive characters in how
the trees in the construction of the rule of law firm ideal
"antenna", hold the moral "bottom line", not the discipline
"red line”, Adhere to the "five excellent" quality standards,
build a solid spiritual "calcium", adhere to the rule of law
"Soul”; An in-depth analysis of how the villain relaxes
vigilance, gradually deviates from the original intention,
slides to the opposite of the people, step by step on the road
of illegal crime. Education of law, therefore, the integration
of "moral education" thick casting the soul, should firmly
grasp the value guidance and case law cases of advantages
of these two basic points, combined with social events and
typical cases, will be a top priority of justice to foster
education college students in the intuitive judgment
accurately identify "what is justice, what is justice", in order
to lay the cornerstone of social conscience, and guide
students to launch legal analysis in the course education,
strengthen the legal professional ethics. In addition, the
legal science education should be toward the society, the
shape of the rule of law culture, the society set up the rule of
law belief, it is our important social functions - social values
"[11], through the legal science specialized students' social
practice activities, such as the power of the rule of law,
through their own" the rule of law "in the building of
landscape influence the people around, let people intuitively
realized the existence of the rule of law, in order to improve
the cognition of the rule of law.
Constructing "discourse + reality" legal education
resources
A new era of law education to foster "Germany and France
and fix" the excellent talents for the mission, the rule of law
in promoting the process of theory research and teaching of
law, need to in-depth study of China's practical problems,
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by applying the theory of the rule of law of socialism with
Chinese characteristics and closely combined with the rule
of law practice, to further strengthen the discourse system of
law of socialism with Chinese characteristics, set up fit into
a new era of the rule of law in China education resources.
On the one hand, centering on the mature legal knowledge
system of each department, we should actively absorb the
latest achievements of the practice of the rule of law in
China to enhance the contemporary nature of legal
knowledge. The most typical one is that with the continuous
advancement of China's judicial reform, the "Chinese-ness"
of procedural law and judicial system is becoming
increasingly prominent. Practice is obviously ahead of
theoretical education. The introduction of legal resources
from local practice into textbooks and classrooms is
conducive to the enhancement of the appropriateness of
legal education and legal practice. Intellectual property
litigation, for example, a "trine" reform, civil action
evidence system, the reform of the criminal prosecution trial
centered, etc., to some extent, embodies the correction of
traditional knowledge, and the governance of the v source,
court two "one-stop" construction, reflects the
transformation of judicial philosophy, the judicial
application of artificial intelligence is the new things, if this
lack of sufficient attention of law education, law graduates
on jobs will fall behind The Times But you need to study.
On the other hand, explore legal issues from practice,
strengthen research, exploratory legal education, Speed up
the cultivation of innovative legal talents. "Legal education
theory teaching is not only learning and memory of law
theory at home and abroad, but to cultivate the students'
theoretical thinking and innovation ability" [12], the new era
of China implement the strategy of innovation, people's
thinking, concept, way of life has profound changes, such as
emerging new reconstruction of the social relations, new
legal issues is not broken, it is difficult to get the fit within
the existing legal framework of legal norms, legal science
education should make full use of the Internet, such as
incidents involving the written judgment or case, guide,
inspire and guide students to rely on the thorough analysis,
Enhance students' legal thinking and analytical ability.
Innovate the "law +" interdisciplinary talent training
mechanism
The cultivation of compound outstanding legal talents is
mainly reflected in the multidisciplinary nature of
knowledge. In addition to the necessary general knowledge
such as humanities, philosophy and art, it is necessary to
further master the knowledge of other disciplines on the
basis of the professional knowledge of law, so as to better
use legal knowledge to analyze and solve problems in the
specific work area. At present, colleges and universities
generally encourage students to choose courses of other
majors according to the credit system training program, and
also divide law courses into different modules and
encourage students to choose other modules on the basis of
satisfying the required courses. This mode has been difficult
to meet the needs of cultivating high-level, sophisticated and
outstanding legal talents. In view of this, it is necessary to
further innovate the training mechanism of "law +"
compound talents. Specific ideas is: by legal science
specialized teaching units (law school, teaching and
research section, etc.) set up the financial, tax, construction,
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management, computer, intellectual property rights, legal
practice course modules, such as under each module
respectively Buy a number of courses, have a legal or other
professional teachers "tailored" conform to the law of
education notes, in the teaching process to guide students'
interest in determining more accurate direction, and choose
the course module, on the basis of mining student interest,
solid line organized the "+" law of compound talents. At the
same time, in the process of teacher training and
introduction, in addition to the investigation of general
knowledge of law and specific research direction, attention
should be paid to the understanding of the field or discipline
knowledge closely related to the research direction, so as to
enhance the faculty strength for the cultivation of compound
excellent legal talents.
Explore the characteristic practice education of
"knowledge + experience"
Long-term since, our country socialist legal education
insists on the judicial center, judges, prosecutors, lawyers
for "orthodox" professional direction, "the disadvantages of
this way of training is to talent training limited in the field
of traditional legal profession, causing graduates concept
and relatively narrow view, social adaptability obviously is
not strong, and with the overall goal of the rule of law is not
corresponds to the" [13], and tend to focus on knowledge
education, even begin the practice education, such as
cognitive practice is given priority to with knowledge
application, failed to give full play to the practice of the
"German and French and fix" educational function. In view
of this, it is necessary to further explore the "knowledge +
experience" the practice of law education, on the one hand,
to promote the depth of cooperation, with the rule of law
practice department organization students use summer
vacation, winter vacation in practical departments, hands-on
practice of rule of law, in the process of assist practitioners
in specific work, in addition to strengthen the legal
knowledge application ability, more important is to enhance
the French atmosphere, the concept of spirit, feelings,
intuition experience, improve the "law" on the books "the
class of the rule of law" and "law in action" connect "the
rule of law in practice”, Possible "will be on the job after
contrast sexual cognition" in advance to the stage of school
education, guides the student to analyze the reason of the
contrast, the classroom education is too theoretical, to
promote the rule of law process, or caused by their cognitive
limitations, and then improve students in reflection and
correction on the correct cognition of theoretical education
and the rule of law practice. On the other hand, the campus
legal practice education should be innovated to guide
students to build cases and carry out legal simulation
experiments by adopting inspired and divergent thinking.
Take the mock court trial as an example, most of the current
scripts, simulation procedures, in the view of practitioners
not only superficial and even full of loopholes, but the
simulation of the form of the trial, and the reality of
litigation is too far away, in certain cases, on the basis of
basic facts, guides the student to develop thinking, will be
the case as a real case, according to "explore evidence -- the
discovery of truth", analyze the specific details, such as
evidence, and the programs are carefully designed,
especially focus on trial, guide the student to carry on the
proof, cross-examination and argument, to make the
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students master how to from the statements of the parties in
simulation trial litigation agent (origin), "immersive" to
complete the whole case. In addition, we make full use of
media such as public accounts and carriers such as academic
year papers and course ending papers to guide students to
conduct theoretical analysis in combination with hot cases,
deepen their experience of applying theoretical knowledge
through personal participation, and promote the
transformation of theoretical teaching to participatory
teaching of "knowledge + experience". In the new era of
"Germany and France and fix" outstanding talent training
under the rule of law of law education put forward higher
request, need to be solved "break through the traditional law
education mindset" "point on the characteristics of the
course system design", "construction of diversified practice
teaching innovation mechanism" three basic problems, such
as [14], basically is to stick to Khalid nets, promote the
reform of law education teaching of practical. Excellent
talents under the rule of law in the practice of post is mainly
applicable law to promote the rule of law practice, right
"applicable law (law) is the basic mode of buy rather than
the culvert perturbation such as" [15], the legal science
specialized students’ way of thinking and application ability
training the biggest resource is a new era of China's real
problem, which is outstanding talents under the rule of law
"place". Advance "Germany and France and fix"
outstanding talent cultivation education teaching reform
under the rule of law, should be tightly foothold in the
fundamental law, based on "five reinforcement" gripper,
promote professional and political education, theory and
practice, such as internal and external multi-dimensional
integration, collaborative education mechanism, the rule of
law and the rule of law to a comprehensive Chinese
construction of rule of law talents training large quantities of
high quality.
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